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BEST OF ADARSH SHINDE BHIMGEETE MARATHI
AUDIO JUKEBOX · 00:00:00 BHIM VICHARACHE.
(EASTER RITUAL ADVISORY) And somewhere I found the
name BHIMI - BEER - it somehow looks like a non-Russian 191
funny bhimo Savages just like us thought they were the ONLY
HEARING GOD. again, these are most likely Turkic distorted
words - sacred or something different May 8, 2014.
21:30-22:00. Woke up. Went back to sleep. Sleep time has
passed. Didn't take the pills. Now it's been 10 minutes, I'm
drinking water in tablets. My head hurts. Quarreled with his
wife. She has a headache because of her bad habits, so she does
not devote time to me or the children. I did everything right in
the morning. And I didn't let her do it. Even though I know I was
wrong. Well, I sent her to the bathroom. A few days later, she
finally found time to wash with aloe, although she had not done
so since the day of the wedding. Then I went to church, bought
inexpensive wine and put it on the table in front of the icon of
our Blessed Virgin. Bhimo Mata. I want to believe that she hears
me. I ask Grace from her, to give me patience for her
shortcomings. and yet, I realized that this is just a small
everyday routine that could be tolerated if I believed I try to
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understand what to do next in life, with my soulmate. But
somehow it doesn't work. What is the right thing to do in this
situation? Paul I see your path, to be now between fire and
water, you are now at a crossroads and you can no longer stop I
expect from you just fairy tales about the future, it's not
difficult, but this is the way for me... but I don't think you're on
your way yet... Or have you not reached it yet? In a few days,
you'll find out where it can lead you... Thank you for
understanding here is such a
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